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STRAWBERRY VARIETIES
June Bearing flourish in

Everbearing yield fruit

Day Neutral promise an on-

the spring and produce

several times in the grow-

going crop throughout the

one crop lasting about 2-

ing season, usually at the

summer months, regardless

4 weeks. They are

beginning and the end of

of day length , as tempera-

planted the fist year and

the season and depend

tures stay below 85. Since

produce a full crop the

on shorter day length to

the care of Everbearers and

second year. If properly

set fruit buds.

Day Neutrals is essentially

cared for, can be produc-

the same, they are often

tive for 3-7 years.

lumped together and sold
under same heading.

Most popular
strawberry plants

First thing to do in the spring with my strawberry patch



Earliglow

Remove the straw mulch in early spring (when green growths starts) “Do not allow



Honeoye



Jewel



Albion



Seascape

plants to turn yellow under the straw” Remove the straw by parting it slightly allowing for a narrow row 12 to 18 inches wide to grow up through the mulch.
Keeping the parted straw bed while ripening. This will create a barrier to protect
the fruit from splashing dirt. This is important as many of the fruit rots come from
the soil. The thick straw mulch between rows will also help in weed control.
Do not apply any fertilizer in the spring as it will soften the fruit.

DON’T DELAY PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW BEFORE WE ARE SOLD OUT OF YOUR FAVORITE!

800-295-2226

I ndi a na B e rr y & Pl an t Co.
NEW 2017 Bush Cherry

Razz Blueberry

3-4' tall these late summer-

Not a new variety but newly

fall bush cherries bloom pro-

introduced. Razz produces

fusely in the spring and resist

medium to large berries that

cherry worms, canker, mil-

ripen in midseason, slightly

dews and brown rot. The tart

later than Bluecrop and simi-

cherries are excellent for

lar size. Razz do well in

cherry pie. Space 3-4' circle.

most places where northern

Very hardy, -31 degrees F in

highbush blueberries can be

Buckfield, ME and are low

grown. Zones 4-7

chill tolerant in the South and

Fall color

West. Self fertile. Zones 3-8.

Winter dormancy

Hops — Rhizomes
The hop is a perennial binning
plant that dies back in the winter and begins to grow again in
the spring, plant regenerate
year after year in temperate
climates. Under the right conditions hops can grow as much
as 1 foot a day in just one season, given a high strong sup-

Hop Grower’s Handbook
$35.95

port system, it can grow as tall
as 40 ft. Feeding this enormous
vegetation is a vast underground root system penetrating 15 feet or more into the
soil to absorb nutrients, minerals, and water to send up to
feed the plant. Hop rhizomes
are critical part of this under-

ground system, but they are

buds on the rhizomes send up

different from roots. Rhizomes

shoots. This entre root and

are actually stems that grow

rhizome structure is referred

horizontally just beneath the

to as a crown. The crown of a

surface of the soil. They can

mature hop plant can be as

grow up to 5 ft in length.

wide as 4 feet. For a dio-

Hardy roots and rhizomes

eciously plant to produce vi-

easily overwinter below

able seeds a female plant must

ground. In fact the winter sea-

be in close enough proximity

son is as necessary to the hop

to a male plant to be polli-

as the summer. To produce

nated. Hope are a vigorous,

the flowers used in brewing

fast-growing plant that under

beer the plant’s root and rhi-

the right conditions can grow

zomes must experience a cold

as much as 1 foot in a single

period of at least six to eight

day.

weeks, during which the hop
can lie dormant. When spring
comes the hop wakes up and

Call us to request a free catalog

800-295-2226

RESTRICTED FROM SHIPPING
TO THE FOLLOWING STATES:
ID, OR, WA

PYRAMID SPACE SAVER GARDEN
6' Diameter
Includes 50 Everbearing Strawberry Plants
Holds 50 strawberry
plants and provides an
abundant supply of
berries. Unique design
keeps plantings orderly and easy to care

$3.95 each

for. . Comes with
sprinkler attachment.

Asparagus

Although asparagus
can be grown almost
anywhere chosen a
good site for it is essential. An ideal soil
should be a well
drained, rich, sandy
loam. Asparagus
should be planted as

permanent location

pending on whether

Do not harvest

for it is ideal. Plants

you are going to add

any spears the

requires full sun.

compost material. If

first year. A small

Planting asparagus

adding compost

harvest can be

starts a year for

make the trench 8-

made the second

planting them; in the

10 inches deep. Add

year after plant-

fall till in rich organic

enough compost ma-

ing. A light appli-

material such as ma-

terial so that after it

cation of 10-10-

nure or compost. In

is firmed down the

10 fertilizer can

early spring till or

trench is 6” deep.

be made imme-

cultivate deeply to

Place 9-12 inches

diately after har-

get rid of any weeds

apart with the roots

vest and again in

then soil will be

spread out uniformly

mid July and mid

ready for planting.

and the crown in an

August helps en-

Planting roots:

upright, centered po-

sure a produc-

sition. Cover with 2”

tive bed the fol-

of soil. As the tips

lowing year.

soon as possible in

Dig a trench 12-18

the spring. Keep in

inches wide. Make

mind asparagus are

the trench a mini-

perennial plants so a

mum of 6” deep, de-

begin growing gradually add more soil to
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